
MFL Curriculum Overview 

 
  

 
 

 

Class 1 

 

Class 2 

 

Class 3 

 

Class 4 

 

Class 5 

Autumn Term a   All about me  

Interview style 

questions in a video 

format.   

Hello  

How are you? 

What is your name? 

How old are you? 

How are you 

feeling? 

My passport   

Conversation with 

KS1 buddies in 

Spanish.   

*Key information 

about myself for 

my passport.   

*Name.  

*Age.  

*Physical 

description. 

*Where I live 

Animals  

Bring a photo of your 

favourite animal to 

introduce to the Class.   

*Names of animals.  

*Physical descriptions. 

*Habitats.    

   

Spring Term a   Parts of the body 

and actions   

Perform a song in 

assembly about 

parts of the body.   

*Key vocabulary for 

parts of the body 

*Taking part in a 

song  

*Following actions   

Clothing and 

Weather 

Create a weather 

video in Spanish. 

* Days of the week.  

*Weather types.  

*Months of the 

year.  

*Seasons.  

*Clothing items 

Sports  

Have a mini class sports day 

in Spanish at the end of the 

unit.   

*Sports that you play. 

*Sports that you ‘do’. 

*Focus on asking and 

answering questions.    

*Opinions about sports.   

*Traditional Sports.      



Summer Term a   My Family 

Create a family 

tree.   

Key vocabulary for 

members of my 

family  

*Physical 

descriptors for my 

family members.   

My School 

Pen Pal letters 

about my school. 
 

Food 

Prepare and take part in a 

Spanish café.    

*Vocabulary for different 

food and drink. 

*Ordering food and drink. 

*Role play in a café or 

restaurant. 

*Likes/dislikes/preferences  

*Money.    

*Traditional Spanish 

cuisine. 



 

Autumn Term b   All about me 

Interview style 

questions in a video 

format 

Interview style 

questions in a video 

format 
Pets 

Bring a photo of 

your pet to 

introduce to the 

Class.   

*Key vocabulary for 

names of pets. 

*Being able to 

describe a pet. 

*Ask and answer 

questions about a 

pet.   

  

Spring Term b   Hobbies  

Send an email to a 

friend in Spain 

asking them which 

hobbies they enjoy 

and telling them 

what you enjoy 

doing.   

*Learn vocab for a 

variety of different 

  



hobbies. 

*Ask and answer 

questions. 

*Express 

preferences.   

Summer Term b   Food  

Create the story of 

the Hungry 

Caterpillar in 

Spanish for Class 1 

to enjoy.   

*Learn key 

vocabulary through 

the story of the 

hungry caterpillar  

*Re-enact the story 

of the Hungry 

caterpillar 

*Be invited to and 

enjoy the Spanish 

café ran by Class 4 

and 5.   

  



 
  


